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RE-using strategy: catalog of construction systems made of reused materials.

Panorama Flussbad - left side.

The jury
commended
this project
due to
its direct
andand
very
strong
impact
on the
quality of urban life in an area of Berlin which
Within
the impressively
detailed presentation,
the holistic
approach
for a design
program
that deals
with social
and enhas been
previously
overlooked.
The
project
questions
the
ownership
of the
riverconcept
itself that is currently used exclusively for shipping
vironmental
issues
of de-industrialized
sites was
evaluated
by the
jury to be very
convincing.
It proposes
a complex
and
drainage
purposes
but
not
for public
The idea
of providing
a public facility is convincing, feasible and easily
for
the recycling
of construction
materials,
reuse
of existing
buildingactivities.
structures, reorganization
of urban
areas, and a bio-diverse
transferable.
It is complemented
with an ecological concept that supplies unpolluted water and with a simple design that adapts
regeneration
of the urban
landscape.
respectfully to the historic context of the adjacent buildings. It is an excellent example of what could be achieved within
challenging inner city areas that possess a rich tradition and cultural heritage where the local public has been overlooked.

Relevance to target issues by author
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byarchitecauthor
Relevance to target issues by author
Innovation and transferability – Progress
The
project can be explained
attending to different
tural tools and concepts that try to construct a sustainable
Although the project is designed as an integral solution,
Innovation
and transferability – Progress
The Flussbad
project
is located
inenergy
the veryeach
center
of
Berlin.
society,
based on a minimum
human
impact and
of the novelties proposed represents
a reproducible
Theand
practical
of the project
with urban
lim-planning, we
waste
maximumscope
welfare conditions
to citizens. is to transform
Transferability
system. Regarding
propose regulationsis a central aspect of the project. This is less
ited means an unused river arm into a natural
745m
“swim-of virgin natural
for the
of conversion (stairs, reed bed, etc.), but
allowing
the integration
areaselements
into urban
> RE-converting: The proposal set in one of the many abanming pool” and to provide water of according
by
for constructions
the approach:
the reassessment of rivers (or other respace andquality
the transformation
of former
into
doned industrial sites of the central area of Asturias (Spain)
treating river water in a natural reed bed filter.
sources)
from a cultural, ecological and a broadened ecourban self-sufficient infrastructures
and unprecedented
which has been mired for years in a process of de-industrinomic
perspective.
In many modern cities the idea to use
spaces
(dry
docks
converted
into
water-treatment
plants,
Interventions
are restricted
creation of the necessary
alization.
The project takes
the opportunityto
of the
this critical
(their)
river as
natural
socioeconomic
sys-a resource for a richer, healthier and more
provisions
to make
the production
river accessible
and
to swimming-pools)
ensure the A spreadable
restructuring
situation
of the actual
system to
sustainable
urban life will be more competitive than the
temfirst
underlies
the wayis
programs are
inserted and formuappropriate
qualitytransformation.
of the river
water. The
aspect
propose
an integral, sustainable
The proposal
status
quo
deployment
of rivers as a means for transportalated: production
sale places getting
closer,
creation
of
dealt with
byconcept
converting
parts
of the
quayand
wall
researches
into the
of conversion
to improve
andLustgarten
tion
of
goods
and waste.
productive
communities.
However,
the
main
point
is
how
into a the
generous
stair
providing
access
to the swimming pool
minimize
energy wasted
in the
way we build,
produce,
the project
steps up to the evolution of building design reand offering
place
Functional
consume,
work, meetaand
live. to sit, hang out and watch.
Ethical standards and social equity – People
lated to theunobtrureuse of constructive elements and materials
locker- and changing rooms etc. are integrated
This
project is about
ownership
control
of the river. It
> RE-using: Due to the dismantling process occurring within
RE-inhabiting:
main sections,and
introduction
to different communities.
and
the
innovation
in
minimum
energy
systems.
sively into the terrain. A continuous gangplank lines the
shows the potential (and need) for an open-minded reasthe area, a large number of industrial infrastructures and
entire stretch of the river section for safety.Ethical
The standards
pool will
be
and social equity sessment
– People
of the river being one of Berlin’s outstanding
constructions are left unused and a huge amount of materials
fed and constantly perfused by river water purified in a sucnatural
resources.
By converting the central part of the river
are discarded. The project focuses on building waste and
are arranged
in order
to offer
cession of reed bed filters and a sand bed Dwellings
filters located
inin communities
into
a
resource
other industrial surpluses to design a new construction
severalat
ways
of spatial
sharing and facilities. Varied dwell-for recreation, for a public urban space - and
the upper section of the river arm. A barrage
the
lower
for everyone
- it radically questions the status quo. Today
catalogue of minimum energy systems. These solutions are
typologies
makethe
possible that different
economic levels
end prevents the backflow of unfiltereding
water
into
river is used for transportation and effluent disposal
applied in order to transform former industrial warehouses
can mix
and live together. Firstly, the
the multigenerational
swimming pool. The continuous underwater
stormwater
and
by
law
any
and infrastructures.
community from
is created
in order to allow users to combinealternative kind of appropriation is hindered
pipe will contain and channel off any overflow
six
or considering
suppressed.
familiar (“Planet”)
and working life. Apart from
special
>emergency
RE-qualifying: urban
planningof
is reformulated
improve system.
outlets
the city’sto
sewage
public places for children and elderly
people, the dwellings quality and resource efficiency – Planet
Environmental
the qualities of the territory, regarding its natural conditions
Practical effect
(called kitchen sharing) admit different
temporal
combinaTwo
valuable
resources are at the focus of this project: water
and establishing a complex urban tissue where human and
After 120 years of “unemployment”, the project
reactivates
tions of rooms
so as to adapt to varied
family
organizations.
and
urban
space. Water: although 6% of Berlin’s area is covered
nature harmoniously coexist. Efficient infrastructures related
a currently under-valued urban resource.
(“Prosperity”)
Secondly,
the
artisan
community
is
conceived
to
provide
by water, the city has a significantly increasing negative
to mobility, water, energy and waste are also developed.
Flussbad will add to the sparse provision of
sportsfor
and
recRE-qualifying: urban planning.
workshops
manual
workers at water
a low price
and withinBerlin’s
balance.
city center has an outmoded RE-generating:
sewagelandscaping.
>reation
RE-generating:
impressive
landscapes
are generated
by the of Berlin
spaces
for
the central
districts
caused
urban areas.
Besides, by
the community
comprises
cooperasystem
that
is the sole source of pollution for the otherwise
integration
of nativeof
flora
and fauna and the
transformation
an increase
population
(up
to 75%) and tive
a parallel
loss
rooms, where
usersof
would customize
their
own
houses.
healthy river Spree. Several times a year during heavy rains
ofvacant
existing industrial
into of
unprecedented
spaces infrastructures
since the fall
the Berlin Wall
1989. In
adThe in
cooperative
model
permits architect
and user tosewage
colthe mixed
system spills over into the river and
urban
programs.
dition,
this project will both supply a vital
impulse
the
laborate
in the to
design
from the beginning.
in the of the biological life. The new usage of the
wipes Finally,
out most
historic
center
and
will
return
to
the
contemporary
populaWorking
at
home
community,
liberal
workers
can
afford
> RE-programming. An alternative, socioeconomic model is
river for swimming and other recreational activities will
tion ie.
some
“authentic
life”and
tosale
Berlin’s
museum
island.
It due to the special design of the
their own working
space
proposed
through
the relocation
of production
places
significantly grow the currently lacking public awareness
diminish
thearemental
and
practical division
dwellings. between
(awill
market
where vegetables
grown-in-place,
a commercial
for this issue and will help to bring about the needed infra“everyday”
Berlin
and
the
official
ie.
touristic/governmental
center for reused objects and materials) and the flexibility
structural
and administrative change. Urban space: Out of
Environmental
quality
and
resource
efficiency – Planet
Berlin.
(“Proficiency”)
of public places.
a achieved.
former
biological
and functional “wasteland” Flussbad
The proposal sets concrete goals to be
Water
zero:
creates
with
little means a generous and robust recreational
Symbolic
effect
rainwater harvesting and treatment inside the building,
> RE-inhabiting: Three types of communities are proposed,
facility,
valuable
public
space plus a 1.8 ha reed bed natural
Beyond
its
practical
implications,
the
project
is
highly
symsupported by a water reservoir and treatment-pools at urban
attending different working and living conditions. In the
reserve.
bolic. Not so
much because
it stands
in contrast
to the
past
scale; energy
zero: renewable
urban energies
and hygrothermultigenerational
community,
spaces are designed
to allow
RE-programing: main plans.
RE-inhabiting: communities (1).
20 years
offamiliar
urban
policy
– but
as a design; material energy tends to
mal sensitivity
in building
users
to combine
anddevelopment
working life: housing
units, in Berlin
Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
mostrooms,
fundamental
challenge
by
creating
azero:
new
70%interpretaof materials are reused, the
rest centuries
are recycled or the river has been a fundamental driving
working
and children and
elderly people
spaces
are
Over
tion of
the
river’s
potential.
The
conversion
of
the
city’s
most
wood.
Besides,
urban
planning proposes
naturalization
related.
In the
artisan
community,
dwellings
link
to workyetland
variable
aspect of the development of Berlin. Our section
central
river
into
resource
for recreation
and
for
and its efficient
use; the
whole building
materials
shop
spaces that
are section
connected to
retail a
spaces.
In working
of optimizes
the river
became altogether functionless in 1894. Here
public
urban
life
radically
questions
the
“ownership”
of
the
and resources.
at home community, houses include working spaces inside
the Flussbad will generate an economic effect by increasing
river
and
status
a means of transportation
them
and
otherits
facilities
are quo
shared.solely
In every as
community,
the quality
of life in the inner city quarters. Secondly the
Economic
performance
and
compatibility
–
Prosperity
and effluent
disposal.
The project signals the chances (and
inhabitants
share cultivation
spaces.
bold show of mundane vitality next to the museum island
project proposes an
the need) for an open-minded and radical The
reassessment
ofalternative socioeconomic model
will become
a new icon of Berlin - important for a city that
>the
RE-designing.
Specific construction
detailsimportant
are designed by natural
in a region
affected byof
industrial dismantling.
High unemriver being
one of the
resources
economically
is based increasingly on the exploitation of
combining
the
different
elements
of
our
particular
catalogue
ployment is addressed by new working
possibilities (teleBerlin. (“People”)
its peculiar
character.
in relation to spatial and building needs.
working, innovative production industries).
Besides, the
deCreating the possibility to swim in the river will raise the
velopment of a construction industry
based in reusing
Contextual
and aesthetic impact – Proficiency
>appetite
RE-supplying:for
Minimum
energy
consume, hygrothermal
more
(“Progress”)
and an awareness of the
and materials would implyFlussbad
a real productive
conis located
at the very center of historic Berlin next
comfort
self-sufficiency
achieved by the
use willobjects
body and
of water
water
and its are
ecosystem.
This
promote much
RE-inhabiting: communities (2).
RE-designing: construction.
version.
Present
decadent
waste
stores
would
be
improved,
to the ancient villages of Berlin and Cölln and the castle in
ofneeded
specific devices:
rainwater
reservation
and purification
change
through
Flussbad,
Berlin, Germany.
specialized
workshops
would
be
created,
a
new
designing
later times. In the past 120 years this area has lost domestic
system, water-treatment and ventilation courtyards, heat
industry would flourish.
use in exchange for public functions, many of them related
accumulating water walls.
to national government and high culture museums. The
Contextual and aesthetic impact – Proficiency
> RE-assembling: The reuse of structural elements lead to new
Flussbad
project
The project proposes, by reusing constructive
elements,
a through also welcoming roughly 1 million
designing possibilities, whose behaviors and necessary impleexhausted
tourists
after their tours aims to widen the usrelatively new and attractive aesthetic.
However, most
of
mentations are analyzed here.
ability
of
the
existing
urban space and generate a renaisthese elements will be taken from the region itself (not
sance the
ofidentity
the city
center as a place of importance for the
more than 45km away), so it will incorporate
of
“real”
domestic
Berlin.
The mundane recreational place,
the site and will make it contemporary at the same time.
recreational facility in this part
Moreover, the city will get back oneproviding
of its prides: it a
willbadly-needed
reof the
city,
will mix in a relaxed way the domestic, the tourlive its industrial patrimony by linking
to it its
exuberant
istic and the iconic Berlin.
nature, for which Asturias is well known.
RE-supplying: water/air.

RE-assembling: structure.
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Location in Berlin’s Center.

Changing river use.
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Details water treatment and pool.

